MCCC - Security Incident  
Date: 17 Sep 2014  
Time: 13:15:00  
Reporting Officer: ksieg  
Subject: Larceny - Vehicle  
Location: Monroe Community College Lot #2  
Witness: NONE  
Victim:  
Complainant:  
Suspect: Unknown  
Narrative:  
Victim:  

Vehicle: Chev P/U  
Red in Color

Item Taken: Hitch 1 1/2" Ball assembly w/pin

Complaint:  
Officer was called to the switchboard area to meet with the complainant regarding item missing from his vehicle. The complainant stated that he had been in class all day and upon coming out to his vehicle he notice the ball assembly for his hitch was missing from his Reece hitch. Complainant stated he was parked out by the last camera going out towards Raisinville Rd. and was hoping that the security cameras would be able to identify who took the hitch.

Disposition: Open pending review of cameras in Lot #2.